Example Citation
Baraban, Elena V. “The Motive for Murder in ‘The Cask of Amontillado’ by Edgar Allen Poe.”


Explanation of Formatting
Include information in the following order:

Author
• Provide the name of the article’s author in Last name First name format. Ensure a comma is placed between the two names.
• If the author provides a middle name as well, list it after the first name.
• If the author uses initials instead of a first and/or middle name, include those instead.
• End the entry with a period.

Article Title
• List the article’s title in quotation marks.
• Capitalize the first letter of every word, excluding articles (a, an), prepositions (with, without, to, from, after, along, etc.), and coordinate conjunctions/fanboys (for, and, nor, but. or, yet, so).
• End the entry with a period inside the quotation marks.

Journal
• List the name of the journal where the article is found in italics.
• Capitalize as appropriate.
• End the entry with a comma.

Volume and Issue
• List the volume and issue number if present.
• Shorten volume to “vol.”, and issue to “no.”.
• After each abbreviation, include the volume and issue number.
• Ensure the volume and issue numbers are separated by a comma.
• End the citation with a comma.

Publisher
• Provide the name of the publisher. Capitalize as appropriate.
• End the entry with a comma.
Date
- Provide the date when the article was published, written in day month year format.
- Ensure the month is shortened to three letters, and the abbreviation ends with a period.
- End the entry with a comma.

Page(s)
- Provide the page(s) of the journal in which the article can be found.
- If the article is only on one page, the page will be marked as “p.” before listing the number.
- If the article can be found on multiple pages, the range will be marked as “pp.” before listing the numbers. These two numbers must be separated by a hyphen.
- End the entry with a period.

Database
- List the database where the article can be found in italics.
- Capitalize as appropriate.
- End the entry with a comma.

DOI/Permalink/URL
- Provide the DOI, Permalink, URL as required by your teacher.
- End the entry with a period.